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Background-—Transradial percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) has been increasingly adopted in clinical practice, given its
potential advantages over transfemoral intervention; however, the impact of different access strategies on costs and clinical
outcomes remains poorly defined, especially in the developing world.

Methods and Results-—Using data from a consecutive cohort of 5306 patients undergoing PCI in China in 2010, we compared
total hospital costs and in-hospital outcomes for transradial intervention (TRI) and transfemoral intervention. Patients receiving TRI
(n=4696, 88.5%) were slightly younger (mean age 57.4 versus 59.5 years), less often women (21.6% versus 33.1%), more likely to
undergo PCI for single-vessel disease, and less likely to undergo PCI for triple-vessel or left main diseases. The unadjusted total
hospital costs were 57 900 Chinese yuan (¥57 900; equivalent to 9190 US dollars [$9190]) for TRI and ¥67 418 ($10,701) for
transfemoral intervention. After adjusting for all observed patient and procedural characteristics using the propensity score inverse
probability weighting method, TRI was associated with a lower total cost (adjusted difference ¥8081 [$1283]). More than 80% of
the cost difference was related to lower PCI-related costs (adjusted difference �¥5162 [�$819]), which were likely driven by
exclusive use of vascular closure devices in transfemoral intervention, and lower hospitalization costs (�¥1399 [�$222]). Patients
receiving TRI had shorter length of stay and were less likely to experience major adverse cardiac events or post-PCI bleeding. These
differences were consistent among clinically relevant subgroups with acute myocardial infarction, acute coronary syndrome, and
stable angina.

Conclusions-—Among patients undergoing PCI, TRI was associated with lower cost and favorable clinical outcomes compared with
transfemoral intervention. ( J Am Heart Assoc. 2016;5:e002684 doi: 10.1161/JAHA.115.002684)
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percutaneous coronary intervention

P ercutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) plays a pivotal
role in the treatment of coronary artery disease.

Randomized clinical trials and observational studies

demonstrated fewer periprocedural complications, shorter
length of stay, and better patient satisfaction associated with
transradial intervention (TRI) relative to transfemoral inter-
vention (TFI).1–9 Based on this evidence, the current US and
European guidelines recommend TRI in patients at high risk of
bleeding to decrease access site complications.10,11 Despite
these recommendations, relatively few economic evaluations
have been done for TRI and TFI. Although some studies have
suggested cost savings associated with TRI, these studies are
relatively small and were conducted mainly in leading centers
in the United States.12–14 Given the differences in health care
delivery systems and practice patterns, it remains unclear
whether these cost advantages are generalizable to other
countries, especially those in the developing world.

Although used less often in contemporary US practice, TRI
is more commonly used in Europe and Asian countries.6–8

Despite widespread adoption, the impact of different
access strategies on treatment costs and outcomes remain
poorly defined. Using data from the Fuwai PCI database, a
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single-center registry from the largest heart center in the
People’s Republic of China, we compared total hospital costs
and in-hospital outcomes for TRI and TFI.

Methods

Study Population
Our study population consisted of a consecutive cohort of
6068 patients undergoing PCI between January 1 and
December 31, 2010, at Fuwai Hospital in Beijing, China. We
excluded patients who underwent >1 PCI procedure during
the index hospitalization (n=294), who presented with
cardiogenic shock (n=21) or chronic total occlusion
(n=136), who participated in clinical trials (n=118), who had
missing information on access site (n=1) or cost data
(n=138), or who received a preprocedural intra-aortic balloon
pump (n=54). After these exclusions, our study population
consisted of 5306 patients, of whom 4696 had TRIs and 610
had TFIs.

Hospital Costs and Clinical Outcomes
The primary outcome was total hospital costs, defined as the
total cost of an in-hospital stay from the day of admission
through discharge. The cost data were obtained from the
hospital accounting system and divided into the following
categories: PCI-related costs; medication costs; examination/
laboratory costs; and hospitalization costs inclusive of bed,
physician fee, and nursing services. Patients with total
hospital costs >99th percentile were winsorized to minimize
the influence of outliers (n=53).

Clinical outcomes included post-PCI bleeding events, major
adverse cardiac events (MACE), and length of stay. Post-PCI
bleeding events were evaluated according to the Bleeding
Academic Research Consortium (BARC) criteira.15 Briefly,
BARC bleeding is classified into the following hierarchical
categories characterizing the severity of the bleeding event:
type 0, indicating no bleeding; type 1, indicating bleeding that is
not actionable; type 2, indicating overt actionable bleeding that
does not fit the criteria for type 3, 4, or 5 but that requires
nonsurgical medical intervention by a health care professional,
leading to hospitalization or an increased level of care or
prompting evaluation; type 3, indicating clinical, laboratory,
and/or imaging evidence of bleeding, with specific health care
provider responses; type 4, indicating coronary artery bypass
grafting–related bleeding; and type 5, indicating fatal bleeding.
For the purpose of this study, we reported BARC ≥2 and ≥3
bleeding events. MACE was a composite of death, myocardial
infarction, revascularization, or BARC ≥3 bleeding during the
index hospitalization. Post-PCI bleeding (BARC ≥2) and MACE
were validated by medical record review.

Statistical Analysis
Means, standard deviations, frequencies, and percentages
were used to describe the distribution of continuous and
categorical variables between TRI and TFI. Baseline charac-
teristics were compared using standardized differences,
calculated as the difference in means or proportions divided
by a pooled estimate of the standard deviation. Compared
with traditional significance testing such as t tests and chi-
square tests, standardized differences are not influenced by
sample size and are commonly used as balance diagnostics
for comparing the distribution of baseline covariates between
treatment groups in propensity score analysis.16 An absolute
standardized difference >10 indicates significant imbalance of
a baseline covariate, whereas a smaller value supports the
balance assumption between treatment groups.

Unlike randomized clinical trials, the decision to treat in
real-world practice is often based on prognostic factors
rather than randomization; therefore, the estimation of cost
and clinical outcomes for TRI or TFI might be confounded as
a result of treatment selection. We used an inverse
probability weighting (IPW) approach to control for potential
bias introduced by treatment selection. The IPW is an
extension of the propensity score method to summarize the
conditional probability of assignment for a treatment.17–19

Using the IPW method, the weights are the inverse proba-
bility of access location (TRI or TFI) derived from a treatment
selection logistic regression model with TRI as the dependent
variable and the all observed confounders as the independent
variables. Variables included age; sex; prior history of PCI;
coronary artery bypass grafting; myocardial infarction; stroke;
diabetic mellitus; hypertension; hyperlipidemia; vital signs;
creatinine; clinical diagnosis (ST-segment elevation myocar-
dial infarction [STEMI], non-STEMI, unstable or stable angina);
emergent PCI; left ventricular ejection fraction; 1-, 2-, or 3-
vessel disease; left main disease; ostium lesion; bifurcation
lesion; number of stents used; lesion type (de novo,
intrastent, restenosis); stent type (drug-eluting stent, bare
metal stent); arterial sheath size; and domestic versus
imported stents (due to cost difference). Use of intravascular
ultrasound and a vascular closure device was not included in
the propensity score model because intravascular ultrasound
occurred after the decision to approach the patient with a
radial or femoral strategy and the vascular closure device
was used exclusively for TFI.

After the weights were obtained, estimation of TRI versus
TFI effect was derived by solving the IPW estimating
equations. The adjusted relationships between TRI versus
TFI and each outcome were then estimated using IPW
regression models (generalized linear model with log link for
cost and length of stay and logistic regression model for
clinical outcomes) weighted with access location as the
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independent variable. This method has the theoretical advan-
tage of allowing adjustment for more confounders and
produces less biased estimates to assess comparative
effectiveness using observational data.18 Both hospital costs
and clinical outcomes were analyzed according to intention to
treat. The generalized estimating equations method was used
to account for clustering by physician. Significance tests and
confidence intervals for each estimate were based on robust
standard errors. Pre- and post-IPW balances of the covariates
between TRI and TFI were assessed using standardized

difference. Sensitivity analyses were performed in clinically
relevant subgroups (acute myocardial infarction [STEMI and
non-STEMI], acute coronary syndrome [STEMI, non-STEMI,
and unstable angina], and stable angina).

Table 1. Baseline Characteristics of the Study Population

Characteristics

Transradial
Intervention,
n=4696 (%)

Transfemoral
Intervention,
n=610 (%)

Standardized
Difference

Age, mean�SD, y 57.4�10.0 59.5�10.9 20.3

Female 1014 (21.6) 202 (33.1) 26.1

Medical history

Prior myocardial
infarction

815 (17.4) 142 (23.3) 14.8

Prior coronary artery
bypass grafting

22 (0.5) 52 (8.5) 39.6

Prior percutaneous
coronary intervention

720 (15.3) 160 (26.2) 27.1

Stroke 278 (5.9) 50 (8.2) 8.9

Diabetic mellitus 1211 (25.8) 173 (28.4) 5.8

Hypertension 2952 (62.9) 393 (64.4) 3.3

Hyperlipidemia 2913 (62.0) 389 (63.8) 3.6

Diagnosis

ST-segment elevation
myocardial infarction

787 (16.8) 75 (12.3) 12.7

Non–ST-segment
elevation myocardial
infarction

205 (4.4) 27 (4.4) 0.3

Unstable angina 2268 (48.3) 307 (50.3) 4.1

Stable angina 1264 (26.9) 173 (28.4) 3.2

Vital signs

Heart rate, mean�SD,
bpm

69 (10) 68 (10) 9.0

Systolic blood pressure,
mean�SD, mm Hg

128 (17) 127 (18) 3.0

Diastolic blood
pressure, mean�SD,
mm Hg

79 (20) 78 (10) 10.8

Tests at admission

Left ventricular ejection
fraction, mean�SD,
%

62.4�7.3 61.7�7.6 9.1

Creatinine, mean�SD,
lmol/L

81.9�18.6 82.4�21.2 2.2

Table 2. Procedural Characteristics of the Study Population

Characteristics

Transradial
Intervention,
n=4696 (%)

Transfemoral
Intervention,
n=610 (%)

Standardized
Difference

Emergent percutaneous
coronary intervention

100 (2.1) 11 (1.8) 2.3

Artery sheath size, French 36.2

Mean (SD) 6.0�0.3 6.1�0.3

Median (interquartile
range)

6 (6–6) 6 (6–6)

Diseased coronary vessels

Single vessel 1346 (30.3) 118 (23.0) 16.5

Double vessel 1489 (33.5) 185 (36.1) 5.4

Triple vessel 1599 (36.0) 210 (40.9) 10.2

Left main disease 226 (5.1) 42 (8.2) 12.5

Lesion type

De novo 5903 (97.9) 761 (95.4) 14.4

Intrastent 93 (1.5) 27 (3.4) 11.9

Restenosis 31 (0.5) 10 (1.3) 7.9

Lesion location

Ostial lesion 763 (12.5) 141 (17.5) 14.1

Bifurcation lesion 2028 (33.1) 287 (35.4) 4.8

Number of treated lesion 7.7

Mean�SD 1.4�0.6 1.4�0.7

Median (interquartile
range)

1 (1–2) 1 (1–2)

Number of stents used 7.8

Mean�SD 1.8�1.0 1.9�1.0

Median (interquartile
range)

2 (1–2) 2 (1–2)

Drug-eluting stent vs bare
metal stent

4.3

Drug-eluting stent only 4685 (99.8) 607 (99.5)

Drug-eluting and bare
metal stents

11 (0.2) 3 (0.5)

Domestic vs imported
stents

7.8

Domestic only 2400 (51.1) 329 (53.9)

Imported only 2178 (46.4) 267 (43.8)

Domestic and imported
stents

118 (2.5) 14 (2.3)

Intravascular ultrasound 141 (2.3) 39 (4.9) 13.8

Vascular closure devices 0 (0) 409 (67.0) 201.4
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All P values were 2-sided with <0.05 considered statisti-
cally significant. All statistical analyses were performed using
SAS 9.3 (SAS Institute). The institutional review board of
Fuwai Hospital, Peking Union Medical College, approved the
study and waived the requirement for informed consent.

Results
Among 5306 patients who were eligible for the analysis, TRI
was performed in 4696 (88.3%). Only 3 patients converted
from radial to femoral access. Tables 1 and 2 compare
baseline demographic, clinical, and procedural characteristics
for TRI and TFI. Patients receiving TRI were slightly younger
(mean age 57.4 versus 59.5 years); were less often women
(21.6% versus 33.1%); had lower prevalence of prior myocar-
dial infarction, PCI, and coronary artery bypass grafting; and
were more likely to present with STEMI (all standardized
differences >10). There were no differences in clinical
diagnosis in terms of non-STEMI, unstable angina, or stable
angina between the 2 groups. A 6-French sheath was used for
the majority of patients in both groups. TRI patients were
more likely to undergo PCI for single-vessel lesions but less
likely to undergo PCI for triple-vessel lesions, left main
disease, or ostial lesions. Less intravascular ultrasound was
used in TRI; however, there were no differences in emergent
PCI; number of treated lesions; and use of drug-eluting versus
bare metal stents, domestic versus imported stents, or total
stents used between TRI and TFI cohorts. Vascular closure
devices (3000 Chinese yuan [¥3000], equivalent to 476 US

dollars [$476]) were used in two-thirds of TFI patients. In
contrast, all TRIs used manual compression or a radial
compression device that cost <¥300 [<$48]. The distribution
of the propensity scores of the 2 groups are shown in the
Figure 1. After IPW adjustment, TRI and TFI cohorts were well
balanced for all observed patient, clinical, and procedural
characteristics, with an absolute standardized difference <10
(Figure 2).

Hospital Costs and Clinical Outcomes
The average total hospital costs were ¥57 900 ($9190) for
TRI and ¥67 418 ($10 701) for TFI (unadjusted cost differ-
ence �¥9518 [�$1511]) (Table 3). After IPW adjustment, TRI
was associated with lower total hospital cost (adjusted
difference ¥8081 [$1283]). More than 80% of the cost
differences were due to lower PCI-related costs (¥43 883
versus ¥50 016, adjusted difference �¥5162 [�$819]) and
lower hospitalization costs (¥4557 versus ¥6263, adjusted
difference �¥1399 [�$222]) for TRI. The differences in PCI-
related costs were partially driven by the exclusive use of
vascular closure devices in TFI (67.0% in TFI and 0% in TRI).
Medication costs (adjusted difference �¥692 [�$110]) and
examination/laboratory costs (�¥917 [$146]) were also
lower for TRI compared with TFI.

The average length of stay was 6.1 and 8.4 days for TRI
and TFI, respectively. After adjustment, the length of stay was
1.6 days shorter for TRI compared with TFI. The unadjusted
incidence of MACE was 1.8% for TRI and 3.9% for TFI. The
unadjusted post-PCI bleeding rates were also lower in the TRI

Figure 1. Distribution of propensity scores for transradial intervention (TRI) and
transfemoral intervention (TFI).
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Figure 2. Baseline and procedural characteristics between transradial and transfemoral intervention before and after IPW adjustment.
A standardized difference >10 indicates significant imbalance between 2 treatment groups. BMS indicates bare metal stent; CABG, coronary
artery bypass grafting; DES, drug-eluting stent; IPW, inverse probability weighting; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; MI, myocardial
infarction; NSTEMI, non–ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction; PCI, percutaneous coronary intervention; STEMI, ST-segment elevation
myocardial infarction.
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cohort (BARC ≥2: 5.3% versus 11.3%; BARC ≥3: 0.6% versus
2.1%). After IPW adjustment, patients receiving TRI were less
likely to experience MACE (adjusted odds ratio 0.49, 95% CI
0.38–0.63) or post-PCI bleeding events (BARC ≥2: odds ratio
0.42, 95% CI 0.32–0.56; BARC ≥3: odds ratio 0.31, 95% CI
0.16–0.60) than TFI patients.

Subgroup Analyses
Of 5306 patients, 1094 underwent PCI for STEMI or non-
STEMI, 3669 underwent PCI for ACS, and 1437 underwent
PCI for stable angina. Subgroup analyses by indication found
similar trends of lower total hospital costs, shorter length of
stay, and fewer MACE and post-PCI bleeding events in each
subgroup, although the differences in MACE and BARC ≥2 or
≥3 bleeding events were not statistically significant in
patients with acute myocardial infarction or stable angina,
likely due to smaller sample size within each subgroup
(Table 4).

Discussion
In this large contemporary observational study of TRI versus TFI
in China, we found that use of TRI was associated with lower
total hospital costs compared with TFI. The majority of these
cost differences were driven by reduced costs for PCI (¥5162

[$819]) and hospitalization (¥1399 [$222]). In addition, TRI was
associated with a significant reduction in length of stay, MACE,
and post-PCI bleeding events. Although TRI was used more
frequently among patients assessed by the risk measures as
having lower risk, these differences remained statistically
significant after accounting for all observed differences in
propensity score IPW analysis and subgroup analyses by PCI
indications. Collectively, these findings provide empirical
support for the current guideline recommendations for the
radial approach and add economic evidence to promote wider
adoption of TRI in community practice.10,11

A growing body of literature supports the use of TRI over
TFI to reduce access site–related bleeding and complications
in PCI1–6,8; however, only a few studies have investigated the
economic consequences of TRI versus TFI. In a single-center
randomized study of 142 patients undergoing coronary
stenting, Mann et al showed that TRI was associated with a
significant cost reduction of �$3000 per patient or a 15%
reduction of the total hospital charge.20 Another study
comparing TRI versus TFI closed with an arterial suture
device found that the cost of TRI was substantially less than
that of TRI because of lower supply costs and fewer access
complications.21 More recently, a multicenter cost analysis of
TRI and TFI showed that TRI was associated with an average
cost savings >$800 per patient, mainly driven by reduced
length of stay with a minimal contribution from procedural

Table 3. Hospital Costs and Clinical Outcomes Between Transradial and Transfemoral Intervention

Transradial Intervention,
n=4696 (95% CI)

Transfemoral Intervention,
n=610 (95% CI) Unadjusted Difference (95% CI) Adjusted Difference (95% CI) P Value

Hospital costs, ¥

Total costs 57 900 (54 833–61 138) 67 418 (62 734–72 464) �9518 (�11 448 to �7522) �8081 (�9902 to �6201) <0.001

Percutaneous
coronary
intervention costs

43 883 (41 539–46 359) 50 015 (46 877–53 364) �6133 (�7653 to �4559) �5162 (�6843 to �3415) <0.001

Hospitalization costs 4558 (4070–5103) 6263 (5455–7191) �1706 (�2017 to �1371) �1399 (�1717 to �1058) <0.001

Medication costs 4635 (4431–4848) 5546 (4973–6185) �911 (�1241 to �555) �692 (�992 to �372) <0.001

Examination/
laboratory costs

4918 (4498–5377) 5783 (5243–6379) �865 (�1089 to �630) �917 (�1146 to �676) <0.001

Length of stay, day 6.1 (5.6–6.7) 8.4 (7.4–9.6) �2.3 (�2.7 to �1.8) �1.6 (�2.1 to �1.2) <0.001

Major adverse cardiac
events*

83 (1.8) 24 (3.9) 0.44 (0.33–0.58)† 0.49 (0.38–0.63)† <0.001

Bleeding Academic
Research Consortium
≥2

250 (5.3) 69 (11.3) 0.44 (0.35–0.56)† 0.42 (0.32–0.56)† <0.001

Bleeding Academic
Research Consortium
≥3

30 (0.6) 13 (2.1) 0.30 (0.17–0.53)† 0.31 (0.16–0.60)† <0.001

One US dollar is approximately equivalent to 6.3 Chinese yuan.
*Composite of death, myocardial infarction, revascularization, or Bleeding Academic Research Consortium ≥3 bleeding.
†Odds ratio.
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costs.12 Despite cost advantages demonstrated in previous
research, all of these studies were limited to relatively small
samples that included <1500 patients receiving TRI. Impor-
tantly, these analyses were conducted in leading centers in
the United States, where TFI is the dominant approach for
PCI. Furthermore, given the differences in health care systems
and practice patterns, which may have influenced economic
comparisons, it remains unclear whether these cost savings
are generalizable to other countries, especially those in the
developing world.

Our study represents a large single-center experience of
TRI and TFI in China. Similar to US studies, we found that TRI
was associated with significantly lower total hospital costs
than TFI. Of an average ¥8081 ($1283) cost difference, >60%
was attributable to reduced PCI costs (¥5162 [$819]).
Although we do not have access to itemized bills for each

procedure’s supplies and equipment, the PCI-related cost
differences are unlikely caused by arterial sheath or number
of stents used because patients had similar size and number
of stents placed in both groups. It is possible that observed
cost differences simply reflect patient risk profiles; however,
these differences persisted after controlling for all observed
patient and clinical characteristics in the propensity score IPW
model. Furthermore, use of intravascular ultrasound was
infrequent in both cohorts, albeit numerically greater in TFI,
and is unlikely to be the major cause of observed PCI costs
differences. Nevertheless, we observed that a vascular
closure device was used in 67% of TFI patients, costing
¥3000 ($476) more than manual compression or a radial
compression device. Consequently, lower hospital costs for
TRI may be mainly driven by the differential use of a vascular
closure device between intervention types.

Table 4. Hospital Costs and Clinical Outcomes Between Transradial and Transfemoral Intervention: Subgroup Analyses by Acute
Myocardial Infarction, Acute Coronary Syndrome, and Stable Angina

Transradial Intervention
(95% CI)

Transfemoral Intervention
(95% CI)

Unadjusted Difference
(95% CI)

Adjusted Difference
(95% CI) P Value

Acute myocardial
infarction

n=992 n=102

Total costs, ¥ 59 858 (57 120–62 728) 72 308 (67 466–77 498) �12 450 (�15 777 to �8927) �8147 (�11 401 to �4708) <0.001

Length of stay,
day

7.5 (6.9–8.0) 9.8 (8.5–11.2) �2.3 (�3.1 to �1.5) �1.3 (�2.1 to �0.3) 0.01

Major adverse
cardiac events†

18 (1.8) 3 (2.9) 0.61 (0.26–1.42)* 0.87 (0.36–2.09)* 0.75

BARC ≥2 62 (6.3) 19 (18.6) 0.29 (0.17–0.51)* 0.33 (0.17–0.63)* <0.001

BARC ≥3 12 (1.2) 3 (2.9) 0.40 (0.15–1.09)* 0.57 (0.20–1.60)* 0.28

Acute coronary
syndrome

n=3260 n=409

Total costs, ¥ 57 585 (54 779–60 534) 67 246 (63 082–71 684) �9661 (�11 531 to �7727) �8197 (�10 795 to �5477) <0.001

Length of stay,
day

6.3 (5.8–6.8) 8.7 (7.7–9.9) �2.4 (�2.9 to �1.9) �1.8 (�2.3 to �1.4) <0.001

Major adverse
cardiac events†

61 (1.9) 17 (4.2) 0.44 (0.28–0.70)* 0.50 (0.35–0.71)* <0.001

BARC ≥2 176 (5.4) 47 (11.5) 0.44 (0.34–0.56)* 0.44 (0.34–0.58)* <0.001

BARC ≥3 24 (0.7) 8 (2.0) 0.37 (0.20–0.71)* 0.38 (0.19–0.76)* 0.007

Stable angina n=1264 n=173

Total costs, ¥ 58 682 (54 962–62 654) 66 746 (60 536–73 593) �8064 (�11 575 to �4329) �4829 (�8249 to �1200) 0.01

Length of stay,
day

5.9 (5.2–6.5) 8.0 (6.9–9.1) �2.1 (�2.6 to �1.6) �1.2 (�1.7 to �0.7) <0.001

Major adverse
cardiac events†

20 (1.6) 6 (3.5) 0.45 (0.26–0.77)* 0.62 (0.36–1.08)* 0.09

BARC ≥2 67 (5.3) 20 (11.6) 0.43 (0.17–1.06)* 0.42 (0.13–1.41)* 0.16

BARC ≥3 5 (0.4) 4 (2.3) 0.17 (0.06–0.47)* 0.29 (0.09–0.91)* 0.03

One US dollar is approximately equivalent to 6.3 Chinese yuan. BARC indicates Bleeding Academic Research Consortium.†Composite of death, myocardial infarction, revascularization, or
BARC ≥3 bleeding.
*Odds ratio.
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In addition, we found an average difference of ¥1399
($222) in hospitalization costs, ¥917 ($146) in examination/
laboratory costs, and ¥692 ($110) in medication costs. These
differences might be attributable to longer length of stay (an
average of 1.6 days longer) and/or higher rates of bleeding
complications associated with TFI. Although the radial
approach accounts for the majority of PCIs in China, nearly
50 000 TFIs are performed each year. We estimate that ¥200
million ($32 million) could be saved if 50% of TFI patients
switched to TRI. Because Chinese health care system reform
will likely transition from the traditional fee-for-service model
to the bundled payment system, wider adoption of TFI would
provide a financial incentive to physicians and hospital
systems while reducing total costs for the society.

Several issues must be considered in interpreting the
results of our study. First, this study was a retrospective
observational analysis, and treatment selection may bias our
results. We used the propensity score IPW method to control
for potential selection bias and found balance among all
observed covariates. Nevertheless, there might be other
unmeasured confounders that, with adjustment, would have
influenced the outcomes comparison. Second, our cost
analysis was based on the hospital accounting system from
the hospital perspective. Because of lack of data on insurance
and out-of-pocket costs, we were unable to perform a cost
comparison from the societal or patient perspective. In
addition, there may be variation in accounting that we were
unable to measure. Nevertheless, fee for service is the
dominant reimbursement method in China, and similar to
most Chinese public hospitals, the price is set by the local
and/or central government. As such, a cost analysis from the
hospital perspective better reflects actual costs and utilization
during hospitalization. Third, we were unable to assess
outpatient costs prior to the index hospitalization. If TRI
patients systematically underwent more preoperative evalua-
tion or laboratory tests before PCI, the total in-hospital costs
associated with TRI would have been underestimated. Never-
theless, it is the interventional cardiologist rather than the
referring physician who determines the access approach. As
such, there is no prior reason to believe that the referring
physician would differentially order more tests for one group
versus another prior to the procedure. Fourth, our analysis
included data from only a single center in China. The benefit of
TRI over TFI likely depends on physician’s expertise in the
radial technique. Furthermore, the extensive use of a vascular
closure device in local practice can markedly affect the results.
Consequently, the generalizability of our findings to inexperi-
enced physicians or other centers remains to be established.

In conclusion, this study represents a large single-center
experience of radial versus femoral access for PCI in patients
with coronary artery disease in China. Compared with TFI, TRI
was associated with lower MACE, fewer bleeding events,

shorter length of day, and lower total hospital costs. The
majority of the cost differences in TRI were driven by reduced
costs for PCI costs and hospitalization and could be related to
differential use of a vascular closure device, reduced length of
stay, or bleeding complications. Wider adoption of TRI in
interventional practice represents an opportunity to improve
patient outcomes and to reduce costs to society.
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